Nevada Voters’ Bill of Rights
(excerpts from NRS 293.2546)

1. Each voter has the right to receive and cast a ballot that is written in a format that allows the clear identification of candidates, and accurately records the voter’s preference in the selection of candidates.

2. Each voter has the right to have his/her questions concerning voting procedures answered and to have an explanation of procedures for voting posted in a conspicuous place at the polling place.

3. Each voter has the right to vote without being intimidated, threatened or coerced.

4. Each voter has the right to vote on Election Day if the voter is waiting in line at his/her polling place to vote before 7:00 PM.

5. Each voter has the right to return a spoiled ballot and is entitled to receive another ballot in its place.

6. Each voter has the right to request assistance in voting, if necessary.

7. Each voter has the right to a sample ballot that is accurate, informative and delivered in a timely manner.

8. Each voter has the right to receive instruction in the use of the equipment for voting during early voting or on election Day.

9. Each voter has the right to have nondiscriminatory equal access to the elections system, including, without limitation voter who is elderly, disabled, a member of a minority group, employed by the military, or a citizen who is overseas.

10. Each voter has the right to have a uniform, statewide standard for counting and recounting all votes accurately.

11. Each voter has the right to have complaints about election contests resolved fairly, accurately and efficiently.

If you have questions about your voting rights - Contact NDALC at:
888-349-3843 in Southern Nevada OR
800-992-5715 in Northern Nevada.
Dear Nevada Voter:

Ensuring that every individual has the opportunity to vote independently and with dignity is the highest priority of the Nevada Secretary of State, as well as all county election officials. In order to accomplish that goal, it is essential that all poll workers are properly trained to treat each and every voter with the dignity and respect they deserve.

The Nevada Secretary of State’s Office is committed to improving the physical accessibility of all polling locations as well as ensuring an individual’s ability to vote with independence at any polling location.

Election officials recognize the diversity as well as the uniqueness of the accessibility needs of the citizens we serve. We are constantly seeking input from the communities we serve, and all suggestions, recommendations and concerns will be considered. All reasonable options to ensure each citizen an accessible and independent voting opportunity will be taken into account.

In April 2020 we were pleased to open up Nevada's Effective Absentee System for Elections, or EASE, to Nevada residents with disabilities. EASE is an online application that seamlessly integrates voter registration and electronic ballot delivery and marking. EASE allows further independence and enables covered voters to register, request, mark and return their ballots from the comforts of their own homes. EASE is available for elections with a federal contest on the ballot 45 days before Election Day at NVEASE.gov.

Please feel free to contact me or my staff at:

Nevada Secretary of State
101 N. Carson Street, Suite 3
Carson City, Nevada 89701
775-684-5705
775-684-5718 (fax)

We look forward to hearing from you and to providing you a positive voting experience.
Thank you.

Sincerely,
Barbara K. Cegavske
Nevada Secretary of State